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Article
Submission
We are looking for articles
for our upcoming
Flim Flam issues.
We welcome any member
to submit an article,
story, ad, or any other
kind of column idea.
If interested, please email
your submission to our
Editor, Cynthia Brown.
cynthia@brownlawcpa.com

It has been an honor and a
privilege to serve as president of
the Eastern Alameda County Bar
Association for the year 2011. In
1969 four of us, David Biasotti,
David Harris, Harry Murphy and
I founded what we called the
Livermore Amador Valley Bar
Association. Dave Harris was a
practicing lawyer in Pleasanton.
Dave Biasotti, Harry Murphy and
I were all deputy district attorneys and we intended to practice
here in the Tri-Valley area. Dave
Biasotti and I were assigned to
the Fremont DA’s office. Harry
Murphy was assigned to the
Livermore office. The four of us
would occasionally get together
for lunch at the snack bar at
the Sunol Golf Course, and we
began to talk about a Bar
Association for the Tri-Valley
area. The State Bar gave us
the minimum number of lawyers
needed to have a Bar Association. There were not that many
lawyers practicing in the area at
the time so we had to figure out
a way to find more lawyers. We
found several who lived here and
practiced outside of the Valley.
Eventually we came up with the
needed number and we had our
Association. Since then many
lawyers have served as board
members officers and presidents
of the Association. The name was
changed to the Eastern Alameda
County Bar Association to more
closely identify us with the rest
of the county. If you didn’t live
here or work here, the Livermore
Amador Valley seemed like the
end of the world.

In 1969 I left the District Attorney’s Office but instead of beginning my private practice here in
the Valley I was invited to join the
firm of Nichols Williams Morgan
and Digardi in Oakland. I was
there for almost 10 years and
when we dissolved that firm I did
move my practice to Livermore.
Fortunately by then the Bar
Association was well established.
The first president, Richard Callahan, and the second president
Burke Critchfield, had put the
Bar Association on a firm foundation and its future was well set.
They are the ones who deserve
the credit for nurturing our fledgling Bar Association through its
formative years.
I am deeply indebted to the
many lawyers who have served
as board members and officers
of the Association for their historical guidance and for the work
they did to make the Bar Association a success. We have been
around now for 42 years. We
have outlived all the other local
bar associations and are now
junior only to the Alameda County Bar Association.
It has been quite a year. Our
courts are in crisis mode. The
legislature cut $350 million from
the judicial budget in California.
The budget axe forced the judiciary to make drastic cuts in legal
services. In some counties civil
departments have been closed
and clerical staff has been laid
off. In Alameda County the budget shortfall in 2011 was $2 mil-

lion and would have been more
if the judges had not used $4
million in reserve funds that had
been set aside for improving the
courts. In 2012 the budget shortfall will be an additional $14 million. This has resulted in extreme
hardship for litigants and lawyers.
All South County traffic cases,
everything south of Oakland,
now goes to Fremont. Citizens
with traffic tickets must travel to
Fremont for an initial appearance
and return the second time if they
set their cases for trial. Police officers who used to travel just a
short distance to court thereby
remaining close to their jurisdictions now must leave their jurisdictions and travel to Fremont
causing reduced police coverage
in some cities. Civil cases can no
longer be heard in Pleasanton or
Fremont. Everything has gone to
Hayward. We can no longer file
locally, which costs clients more
money and us more time.
Political gridlock has made it
nearly impossible to achieve
legislative progress. There was
a time when legislatures in both
the state and national levels had
many lawyers sitting as legislators. We lawyers have always
known that if we want to achieve
the best results for our clients we
must reach compromise. It is only
when all else fails that we are
forced to submit our clients’ disputes to the merciless crucible of
trial by strangers or overworked
judges. We lawyers do our best
work when we work with each
other to reach the solutions that
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solve our clients’ problems. I believe it is the lack of lawyers in the
legislatures that has prevented the kind of compromise we do on a
daily basis to happen in the halls of legislatures today.
Fortunately there are good things happening around the world. A
couple of years ago in Myanmar, formerly Burma, some Buddhist
monks protested against the oppressive military dictatorship. The
government began a vicious response and Myanmar’s lawyers,
braving imprisonment and death, rose to support the monks and
the government backed down. Just recently we are seeing the
first stirrings of freedom beginning to appear in Myanmar. Just last
year, Nobel peace laureate Aung San Suu Kyi was released after
15 years of house arrest. This year’s Arab Spring is bringing freedom and democracy in parts of the Middle East where until now
there was no hope. In Tunisia a young lawyer inspired hundreds
of other lawyers to join in protests against a brutal dictatorship.
Although they were attacked and beaten by government troops
the lawyers stood firm and eventually that dictatorship fell. That
was followed immediately by the uprising in Egypt which resulted
in the overthrow of that dictatorship and the beginnings of freedom
and democracy. Then came Libya where ordinary citizens, fed up
with brutality of their dictator, revolted and reclaimed Libya, which
is now struggling to establish a free and democratic society. Now
in Syria we see again citizens struggling to overcome a tyrannical
dictatorship.
The fundamental desire of these brave men and women to live
free is an inspiration to us all. As lawyers we can be proud that
lawyers in those countries paid a heavy price but did not give up
and eventually succeeded.
In our own country we have just gone through what may be the
worst economic times of our lives. We lawyers have been just as
badly affected by the economy as anyone else. When our clients
suffer we suffer along with them. Fortunately the economy is beginning to recover. Unemployment, while still much too high, is becoming slowly but surely lower. The economists tell us that things
are improving and retailers are gearing up for an improved Christmas shopping season. I read recently that Macy’s is expecting a
strong Christmas season, and to accommodate shoppers will, for
the first time, lead the charge of the major retailers by opening
their stores at midnight on Thanksgiving, four hours earlier than
ever before.
2011 has had its challenges but we lawyers are a resilient bunch
and we will always do what we have always done; we will represent our clients with hard work, honesty and integrity. We work in
the greatest system of justice ever devised by man. Our judicial
system is the envy of the world and we, as lawyers, have much to
be proud of.
Thank you for allowing me to serve you as your president. I wish
all of you, your families, your associates and partners, your staffs
and your clients are happy and Merry Christmas and a prosperous
and bountiful new year in 2012.

by Gerald R. Prettyman

Gerald R. Prettyman is an Intellectual Property and Patent Attorney serving entrepreneurs, start-ups, and established businesses seeking to protect and profit from their ideas. Please visit
http://GotABrightIdea.com.

Cloud Computing, Part 2 - Electronic File Backup
Going paperless has been a computing mantra for decades. Lawyers have experienced the opposite result - more paper files than
ever, but this is because the computer era generated more information for review. As electronic files are sensitive to media failure,
backups are needed.
Onsite electronic file backup use attached servers, drives and
network-attached storage (NAS). These are generally low tech,
making them inexpensive, and even portable. These advantages
are offset by the risk of data loss from hardware failure, disaster
damage, and of hardware theft or data breach with the resulting
worries about client and office data security. (This is a reason to
use encryption software in your office).
The fast-pace of electronic storage development also created a
problem for the recovery of data stored on media which became
obsolete in as little as 5 years.
Offsite electronic file backup and online document storage reduce
these problems by moving data and its inherent problems to the
data storage company. Offsite electronic file backup refers to an
offsite company with servers to which onsite files are copied. Some
users even keep their files offsite and download the documents for
viewing and editing, then upload the changed document. This was
called online document storage, but the inability to handle multiple
users and the upload and download efforts limited the attractiveness of both solutions.
In 2010, Application-Service-Providers (ASP) and Software-as-aService (SaaS) providers developed software that could handle
multiple users and made offsite electronic file storage and recovery easy and inexpensive. For clarity, we’ll address offsite electronic file backup first and then online document storage.
Offsite (online) backup software may be ASP, SaaS or both. The
major benefit of online backup is the assurance that a hard drive
failure, theft, or local disaster does not wipe out your data. With
some companies, you also have remote access as well when you
are out of the office.
There is though two points of concern regarding data security.
The first is during data transfer where if you are on an unsecured
(public) Internet system, your files are available to snooping during transfer. The second is during storage, where your files might
be accessible to anyone with electronic or physical access to the
servers.
While the online backup companies state your data is protected,
the actual circumstance might be different. Unless the data is encrypted before leaving your computer, your protection is dependent on the online backup company not snooping, and on employ-
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ees adhering to a ‘privacy’ policy. Employee data breaches (theft)
were a common way to farm email addresses for the spam market,
which led to several lawsuits (Ameritrade, among them). These
breaches resulted in some companies paying for credit monitoring for the affected individuals, and forced the companies to use
data encryption. Electronic file backup companies, however, are
not required to encrypt your data. (This is another reason to use
encryption software in your office).
Another concern with online electronic file backup regards the tolerance of Internet Service Providers to heavy Internet use. Electronic file backup counts against your monthly limit, so if your ISP
limits you to 250 GB of monthly service, your first backup should
be spaced over an end and start of two months. Here is some
information about a few online electronic file backup companies
as of July 2011.
Adrive (adrive.com) provides three levels of manual (not automatic) backup service, Basic, Signature, and Premium. The Basic plan provides 50 GB of free storage using a SaaS (browser)
interface, and it has file sharing (discussed in Part 3). To use the
Basic plan, you open your browser, logon to Adrive, which opens
a special window, and then select and transfer files.
The Signature plan is $6.95 per month for 50 GB of storage and
includes ASP desktop software, which has more functionality than
the basic (browser) plan, and some useful additional services. The
Premium plan starts with 100 GB of storage at $13.95 per month
and includes the same services as the Signature plan. Two other
selling points are that Adrive allows you to backup any computer
or drive connected to your computer, and ADrive has Zoho online
editing (discussed in Part 3).
Adrive has two significant disadvantages. First, Adrive lacks both
transfer and storage encryption, so you MUST encrypt confidential files before uploading them. Second, Adrive storage is prone
to file redundancy and orphans. If you rename or delete files on
your local drive, you would have to manually rename or delete the
files from the ‘Adrive’ backup, or have the old files still in Adrive
storage. This can be good if you like keeping old files, but it also
increases your storage use and expense.
To recover your files, you access Adrive through your browser or
the ASP desktop software, and manually select and download the
files. This may take a significant amount of time for a total data
loss and would count towards your monthly ISP service limit.
Carbonite (carbonite.com) is a two-tier automated and encrypted
backup service. You download and install the Carbonite software.
It then runs in the background, waiting for you to walk away so
it can backup your files. Carbonite automatically copies and encrypts your files and transmits them to the Carbonite server for
storage. Carbonite also allows you to create a custom encryption
key.
The Carbonite Home/Office plan provides unlimited online backups for $59 per computer per year. Carbonite automatically deletes from its files any files that you renamed or deleted, but with
a 30-day delay, so there is usually enough time to realize and
recover files you want to keep. To recover files from Carbonite,
you go online, log in and download the files. Carbonite also has
a smartphone application that allows file access from the iPhone,
iPad, Android or BlackBerry, except for custom encryption users.

Carbonite ‘unlimited’ backups are not really unlimited. Carbonite
does not automatically backup software programs (executable
files), temporary files, system files, or files from network or external drives. You can manually backup videos, executable files, files
larger than 4GB, and additional internal hard drives, but these are
manual operations in the Home/Office plan. Carbonite also slows
uploads when over 200 GB is on its servers.
The Carbonite Business plan allows an unlimited number of computers, and permits external hard drive backups, but limits the account to 250GB of backup at a pricey $229. Additional backup
space in 50GB increments is available for $46 per year. Unless
there are five or more computers, Carbonite might be overly expensive compared to other services.
Mozy (mozy.com) is also a two-tier plan automated and encrypted
backup service. While easy to use, Mozy has quirky pricing plans.
Mozy charges $71.88 per year for 50GB and one computer, which
is more expensive than Carbonite, or $119.88 for 125 GB. Additional computers are another $24 per year per computer plus an additional $24 per year for a mere 20 GB of storage. A comparison to
other services and actual conditions would require a spreadsheet.
On the plus side, recovery via Mozy is somewhat smooth through
the restore manager in the software that allows file streaming directly to your computer. Mozy also has free iPhone, iPad, and Android applications so monitoring and viewing your backups.
Backblaze (backblaze.com) is a single-tier automated and encrypted backup service. Like Carbonite and Mozy, the program
runs in the background, waiting for you to walk away so it can
copy, encrypt and transmit your files. You can also set Backblaze
for manual activation, meaning you can walk away for a break and
not have the computer occupied in a backup that takes a couple
minutes to disengage.
At $5 per month per computer (or save $10 by purchasing a year
for $50!) with unlimited storage, Backblaze is effective in both
ease and expense. Backblaze also allows you to create a custom
encryption key. This free service means that no one but you can
decrypt the files - not even Backblaze, so there is no encryption
breach-risk.
On addition, you can change the settings and backup executable
files and large files, and backup multiple internal and external
(USB) drives, but not network drives. Adding these files can result
in significant data streaming, which might cause a problem with
your ISP limit.
Recovery with Backblaze over the Internet is free, but as with the
other services, file streaming is time-consuming. Backblaze offers
a DVD recovery at $99 per disk and a USB drive is $189. Backblaze also has a computer location tracking function, but not mobile applications.
IDrive (idrive.com) also provides tiered service. IDrive allows 5 GB
free, 150 GB at $4.95 per month per PC, 500 GB at $14.95 per
month for up to 5 PCs, unlimited storage for $49.50 per year for
one computer with there is another plan of $9.95 per 50 GB per
month for multiple PCs, and higher storage of a higher price. As
with other companies, if you delete the data from your desktop, the
company deletes the corresponding data from its servers after 30
days. The problem with IDrive is that after 150GB of data, IDrive
throttles your upload rate, so uploads are slower.
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There are many other companies in the market, and some companies now work with you to provide both local and offsite backups. For lawyers, the primary consideration should be encryption
(more on this in Part 3). Data breaches are a substantial risk and
at a minimum could result in paying for credit monitoring for clients plus other expenses and fees. The other considerations of
the amount of storage and the ease of use for backups, access,
and recovery, are essentially a matter of price. This author has
used Backblaze for over a year, primarily because the balance of
encryption, limited functionality, and price work well in this office.
Offices with several computers or sites would likely select a different service. Another consideration is the use of local encrypted
backups as well.

November 18 MCLE Luncheon
Our speaker for November 18 will be Dennis Erokan
who sits on the U.S. Bankruptcy Court in Oakland.
(He was a member of EACBA before being appointed
to the Bankruptcy Court.)

Topic: Social Media for Lawyers

Mr. Erokan for decades has been an innovator and
entrepreneur. He founded and operated Bay Area Music
magazine (BAM) and the BAMMIES. He founded and
operated Micro Times magazine and now owns the
Placemaking Group, a leader in the use of social media
to promote business, especially professions.
MCLE Luncheon on November 18, 2011
Where: Pleasanton Hilton
Time: Noon to 1:30 pm
Cost: $25 members, $30 nonmembers, $20 staff

Meet the EACBA Board:
Catosha L. Woods
Catosha Woods serves as Secretary of the Eastern Alameda
County Bar Association.
Catosha is an associate in Hoge Fenton Jones & Appel’s Pleasanton office. She focuses on commercial, business, and bankruptcy
litigation.
Catosha is experienced in all aspects of litigation, including investigation, research and writing on complex legal issues, oral and
written discovery, dispositive motion practice, case management,
alternative dispute resolution, trial preparation, and trial.
Before joining Hoge Fenton Catosha worked as a litigator for Kazan, McClain, Abrams, Lyons and Greenwood of Oakland; a law
firm which specializes in asbestos litigation and pursues causes
of action in products liability, premises liability, negligence and
fraud.
Catosha graduated from the Boalt Hall School of Law at the University of California, Berkeley in 2003. While in law school she was
a Graduate Opportunity Fellow and a member of Law Students of
African Descent (LSAD/BLSA). Catosha served as LSAD’s President from 2001-2002, Placement Night Coordinator in 2002 and
2003, and LSAD Employment Affairs Committee Chair in 2003.
Catosha received both of her undergraduate degrees in English
and Political Science, summa cum laude, from Tuskegee University in 2000. While at Tuskegee, Catosha won the President’s Essay Contest in 2000 and was an All American Scholar; a member
of the Pi Sigma Alpha (Political Science) Honor Society; a member
of the National Dean’s List and a member of Lambda Iota Tau
Literature Honor Society. She also served as the Political Science Review Editor and chaired a Panel on the Tuskegee Syphilis
Study at Tuskegee’s Bioethics Conference.
Catosha is a member of the Alameda County Bar Association’s Trial Practice Executive Committee and the Secretary of the Eastern
Alameda County Bar Association. She is also an active member
of the Black Women Lawyer’s Association of Northern America.
Catosha also serves as an attorney-coach of the Amador Valley
Mock Trial Team – 2010 Alameda County Champions.

Catosha Woods is an associate in the Litigation Group of Hoge
Fenton Jones & Appel. She can be reached at 925.460.3363.
Visit Hoge Fenton on the web at www.hogefenton.com.
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Letter to the Editor
by Thomas G. Borst

Thomas G. Borst serves as the Membership Chair for EACBA
and practices Family Law and Mediation/Arbitration with Weiler &
Borst, LLP. You may reach him at (925) 275-0855 and visit his firm
on the web at www.weilerlaw.com.

Dear Editor:
At last month’s family law bench/bar meeting (video-conferencing allows 4 locations within Alameda County to participate in the
one-hour meeting), the subject of “double-setting” was raised by
the bench. Double-setting in this context is when one attorney
has two or more cases set for that morning’s calendar either in the
same or different departments. Because I only practice family law,
I’m not sure to what extent this problem exists in other areas of the
law. The family law bench was raising the issue because of the
calendar challenges double-setting can cause in a given department when the double-set attorney either cannot be located or is
not ready to proceed when the court is ready for them to.
The consensus among the members of the bar who spoke up on
the subject seemed to be that as long as the double-set attorney
is assiduous in keeping the court personnel in that department or
in both departments (if the two cases are not in the same department) aware of that attorney’s whereabouts and availability, the
court should understanding the need to accommodate the doubleset attorney’s “predicament.”

and force one or both of my colleagues to wait for me (not even
talking about the inconvenience and cost to the court), why should
I get to have a very active, productive morning handling two or
more cases with a full timesheet for that morning while my opponents have had a less productive time of it because of me? My
counterparts probably even struggle with billing the client for all of
the time spent that morning while I have no problem accounting for
all of my time on the billing sheet.
On those cases (most of them thankfully) where you actually like
your opposing counsel, it would feel a little unseemly, almost unprofessional to ask the judge to award fees to you from the other
attorney for having to wait. And what is the legal authority for getting fees in that case from the other attorney anyway? I’m guessing bench officers would blanch at the prospect of awarding fees in
that case even if the legal authority existed. It feels like punishing
a regular member of their court for the crime of being busy. Not a
welcome prospect.
But of course it’s not about punishing. It is about allocating the
cost of doing business and the choices we make, and looking at
this from the perspective of the client who is paying for the fees.
If an attorney chooses to double-set, and if the other side’s client incurs unnecessary fees because of that choice, that attorney
should have to pay for it. In fact, the double-set attorney should
offer to pay for it and not pretend their limited availability did not
cause unnecessary fees. Of course if they did that, there might
be less of a deterrent for double-setting and the challenges the
double-setting creates for the court would not be alleviated.

The reality is that the court probably has no choice but to accommodate the more limited availability of the double-set attorney
since there is no rule of court prohibiting it. I imagine the court
could give the double-set attorney a fixed time to be in the court
room to hear that attorney’s matter that morning and proceed without the attorney if s/he is not present on time, but the court did
not seem interested in setting strict limits on the double-setting
practice to punish those who are double-set, but rather in helping
raise the awareness level so that we would all be sensitive to the
fact that the courts are over-set on a daily basis and need the bar’s
help in effectively managing their calendars each morning.
My real issue with double-setting is this: the only person who is
not inconvenienced among the many who are impacted by double-setting is the double-set attorney. That attorney’s clients are
no less at ease while their mutual attorney is bouncing back and
forth between cases/departments. Opposing counsel (often two
of them) is/are forced to wait, and bill, for time that is completely
unproductive while waiting for the double-set attorney to carve out
time for their case. And both clients of the two single-set attorneys
are usually complaining (to their captive- audience attorney) about
having to pay for waiting around. And of course the court inevitably waits for the double-set attorney to become available.
Maybe the solution is this: double-set attorneys should have to
pay for the dead time the other attorneys spend waiting for them
that morning. What is unfair about that? If I choose to double-set
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MEMBERS ADVERTISING

ATTORNEY SERVICES
LIZ PRISTIA DIGITAL TRANSCRIPTION

Free Employment Connection Service

Specializing in the Transcription of:

Paula Billanes is the Employment Chairperson for the
Livermore-Amador Valley Legal Professionals Association
(LAVLPA). LAVLPA is the local chapter for legal secretaries, and legal assistants, and it is chartered by the state
organization of Legal Secretaries, Incorporated.

Criminal Investigations • Legal • Medical • Insurance • Subrosa
Recorded Interviews/Summaries • Anything you want transcribed!
With an experienced team at Liz Pristia Transcription Services,
you will be pleased with the results. Please contact me anytime!
I look forward to hearing from you.

As a service to local attorneys and law firms in the
Valley, LAVLPA keeps a list of secretaries and legal assistants
seeking employment, as well as freelance legal secretaries
and independent paralegals. As a free service to you, our
Association will gladly advertise any employment needs
from local firms in the Law & Notions, our monthly
bulletin. Law & Notions is sent monthly to all active
members representing many law firms. The deadline for
submitting employment advertisements is the last Friday
of each month.

P.O. Box 2064 • Livermore, CA 94551
cell: 925.980.0950 • home office: 925.449.5758
fax: 925.371.6007 • email: lpristia@comcast.net
web: lizpristiatranscription.com

THE OTHER BAR

Free confidential assistance to lawyers, judges, paralegals and law
students with substance abuse problems. Weekly Other Bar 12-Step
Meetings are held in many areas, and others are being established.
For times and locations, or to start a meeting in your area,
contact the number or website below.
Provider of Certified MCLE Instructors
Confidential Hotline: (800) 222-0767
www.otherbar.org

If Paula can be of service in either supplying contacts for
employment or advertising your vacancies, please give her
a call at (209) 640-9194, or e-mail her at paulabillanes@
yahoo.com.

Mobile Notary Services
Donna Mapes, Notary Public
(925) 997-7613
tlodonna@yahoo.com

FOR RENT

Lolly Heaney & Associates
Mobile Notary Public Services

Pleasanton office for rent at Signature Center.
Share space with estate attorney James J. Phillips.
Call: 925-463-1980 or
Email: mail@jamesjphillips.com

Lolly (E.A.) Heaney
Notary Public
510-791-2121
lollyheaney@comcast.net

We are available to assist you during normal business hours and
evenings by appointment. $10 per signature and a small charge
for travel time for signings outside the Tri Valley.

Any EACBA member wishing
to place a classified ad in the
Flim Flam may do so for
no charge by emailing
cynthia@brownlawcpa.com.
Ads will be published on a
space available basis and a
publication date cannot be
guaranteed. Ads for law
office related materials will
have publication priority.
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office space Available
1 office available in a ground floor 3 office suite currently
housing 2 legal professionals. Our office is located in the
beautiful Bishop Ranch office park in San Ramon. Our
building is equipped with a Conference Room (for hourly
rent) and many other amenities offered to Bishop Ranch
tenants (see http://www.bishopranch.com/tenant-services/
amenities).
The space is fully furnished with desk, office chair, guest
chairs, 2 credenzas, decor, and free wi-fi. Space for an
administrative assistant is also available at a desk directly
outside the office for additional cost. Copier/Printer/Scanner/Fax machine use available for additional cost.
$800/month. Please email mary@marywhipplelaw.com
for photos and more information.

Eastern Alameda
County Bar
Association

FLIM FLAM
The Flim Flam is produced by:
Law Offices of

Cynthia L. M. Brown

3015 Hopyard Road, Suite O
Pleasanton, CA 94588
Phone: (925) 461-1944
cynthia@brownlawcpa.com

Executive Director

We cordially invite you and your staff
to join us for

EASTERN ALAMEDA COUNTY
BAR ASSOCIATION’S ANNUAL
HOLIDAY PARTY
Friday, December 9, 2011, 12 Noon,
Pleasanton Hilton Hotel.

Pat Parson

Come join the local bench and bar for an afternoon
of good food, good wine and good cheer.

Board of Directors

Cost: $25 per person (pay at the door)

J. Michael Brown
President
Sblend Sblendorio
Vice President
Doris Hale Slater
Treasurer
Catosha Woods
Secretary
Michael E. Kyle
Bench/Bar Liaison
Cynthia L. M. Brown
Flim Flam Editor
Patricia Turnage
Past President
Tom Borst
Membership
Jerry Prettyman
John Lewman
Jillian Atuegbu

RSVP no later than
December 7, 2011, to EACBA
Executive Director, Pat Parson
at eacbalaw@aol.com
or by phone at 510-581-3799
Non-members are warmly invited to
attend and learn more about the
Eastern Alameda County Bar Association.
For more information
(and a membership application)
visit our website at www.eacba.org

